
 

0h3 The Philosophy of Mathematics

What istruet is meaningful

Mott Godel's Incompleteness Theorems

Not everything can be proven

Colloquially this statement roughly translates to the non provability

of a statement like Thisstatementifalen

Three main philosophies

Platonism Is Religion Infinite setsmake sense inmy ideal universe

gym y guy ayyy
Finitism as Athlest Infinite acts are nonsense

Case Iw Tw time by Zfc
Ht g

There are many infinite objects here
1 4

Plated mightagree w this insanelyÉÉÉÉÉj it
meaningless

I wi No Ne Pod to

Thefinitists may further be said to be intuitionist or constructionist

With regard to the latter I V76 is sometimes meaningless

e.g let a twinprime conjecture Y u x

Rude bidel's Incompleteness Theorems can beformulated for the finitist

point of view



Assumption You are at least a formalist who has decided to stay If not

We must then be honest about 3 things

1 formal log've is developed twice O Meta ZFC

2 We assume ZFC is consistent by contradiction CZECH Con ZFC

3 Theorems are inprinciple formal theorems of ZFC because no one
will translate Rudin
to such a thing

The Axiom of Choice
you
forgot
something



ZFC ZE t AC let us play w this by considering the following

Many ZE proofs say choose x sit y la Move formally

x eh Ux law X 4
This resolves to

Ux Calix y X r tx r e lx

whereany notion of choice vanishes

This will validate the EI vole lemma 2.11.8 Karen2012

Go on



Ch Recursion Theory

Defy E Eww is the set of computable functions e.g in the

sense of Turing

for us computability of a twain I.lyIyYEyg1l
in D after finite time

Defy A relation R'Isdecidable if I a computable function

D T F x y e R e xry

Defy I will be a set of trivially decidable relations depending

on D D HF

Nhi A is the subset of Ao subject to decidability

D HH
ChurchTuring R E HF decidable R is A A function

f Hf Hf is computablewhen f is a A subset

of Hf

at HF says to interpretÉ ÉaÉ É
MY Hf is heredifiniteset as each set consists of

setswhich are HF and the terminating condition

6,73 90,803 273 X HE
HF




